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Abstract  

Both steel and aluminum alloys rank among the most important structural materials due to their suitable 

properties in various applications and low material cost. Bonding of such dissimilar materials and formation of 

a composite material can lead to an effective combination of steel high strength and aluminum low density and 

corrosion resistance. Fabrication of aluminum-steel clad material by twin-roll casting leads to preparation of 

composite material whose properties are governed by the microstructure of intermetallic layer between 

aluminum and steel. Such layer formed after annealing at 500 °C for 16 hours by diffusion of iron atoms into 

aluminum.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Aluminum and iron alloys belong to a group of the most important engineering materials due to their exploitable 

properties in various applications and low material cost. Al alloys stand out among the materials in the field of 

engineering where low weight component or good corrosion resistance is required. Iron is the main constituent 

of steels, which are all-purpose materials for structural applications where high strength, good creep resistance 

and formability are needed.  

Joining of two dissimilar materials for the purpose of formation of a composite material can bring unprecedent 

product characteristics beyond the ones of each conventional monomaterials [1-3]. The joints of steel and Al 

alloys seem very attractive due to the possible combination of low density of Al and high strength of steel and 

so the final material may be applied as a structural element in car bodies and chassis, aircraft constructions 

and ship building. Such conjunction can also provide high thermal conductivity and thermal capacity usable in 

heat exchangers [4] and smelting production of Al as well as in household applications [5]. 

Cladding is a procedure based on layering of different materials with continuous bonding layers [6,7]. The most 

common production method of the clad strips is cold or hot roll bonding [8], which makes more than 90% of all 

flat clad products. Nevertheless, these methods suffer from severe drawbacks – high energy and time 

consumption resulting in a high cost of the final product. The reason lies in the complicated preparation of 

substrates. 

A possible alternative is twin-roll casting. One metal is fed on the roll’s surfaces and so creates the outer shell 

of the strip. The other metal is fed internally and comes into contact with the thin outer shell and forms the core 

of the final bi-metal strip [9]. Method of horizontal twin-roll casting of the claded material uses combination of 

previously solidified sheet of the first metal and the melt of the second material [10]. The production was tested 

on different Al alloys. A higher strength was shown compared to hot roll-bonded composites. An experiment 

with a joining of two different metals (Al and Mg alloys) was first performed by Rao and Bae et al. [11,12] and 

intermetallic phases on the interface of the materials were investigated.  
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The final properties of the clad materials are governed by the structure and thickness of the intermetallic layer 

which forms during subsequent heat treatment [13-15]. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

Aluminum-steel clad sheets were produced by the means of twin-roll casting at the University of Paderborn. 

The laboratory twin-roll caster is equipped with two water-cooled rolls with a diameter of 370 mm and length 

of 200 mm. A casting process was realized with a vertical operation plane. A solid austenitic steel (type 1.4301 

[16]) strip with a thickness of 0.5 mm was fed into a gap between the rolls simultaneously with the melt of a 

technically pure aluminum EN AW-1070 [17]. 

Solidification of the aluminum melt is influenced by a presence of the steel strip on one side which behaves as 

an additional thermal barrier between the melt and the cooled roll so a shift of the metallurgical center of 

solidified aluminum occurs [18]. A layer of the solidified aluminum grows from the side of the uncovered roll 

and the steel substrate up to so-called “kissing point” that indicates the beginning of the deformation zone, 

where the metal sheet yields to a thickness reduction. Final thickness of the clad strip is 2.5 mm. 

In comparison to conventional roll-bonding, a flat grain structure of the aluminum substrate could be partially 

suppressed by the process of twin-roll cladding. This feature could influence the resulting mechanical 

properties. The formation of an interfacial layer of Al-Fe intermetallic phases could influence the bonding 

strength and other material properties of the composite [5,19,20]. 

The microstructure of the cast material and material after annealing at 500 °C was studied by the means of 

light optical microscopy – Zeiss Axio Observer and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) – FEI Quanta F200 

equipped by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). 

3. RESULTS 

Concerning the microstructure of the cast aluminum layer, colonies of the primary phases were arranged rather 

in chains orientated in the casting direction on both outer parts of the aluminum layer whereas in the central 

part the smaller round particles were randomly distributed. Occasionally, central segregations were present 

near the center of the strip (Figure 1) [21]. A slight difference of the phase distribution on the opposite edges 

of the aluminum layer (with and without the adjacent steel substrate) was noticed. 

In the interfacial region, no continuous intermetallic layer was found. Nevertheless, larger density of the primary 

phases than on the other side of the aluminum layer was observed. This feature was probably consequence 

of the presence of the steel strip which impeded the heat flux during the casting. 

Grain structure and phase distribution was further studied by scanning electron microscope (Figure 2). An 

equiaxed grain structure through the whole thickness of the steel strip was revealed in the channeling contrast. 

Moreover, it could be seen that many of the grains contain twins. 

Dendritic colonies with eutectic features were found in the aluminum layer near the interface. Some regions 

containing only smaller particles of the primary phases close to the joint were also present. A variance of the 

phase arrangement through the Al layer was also observed. Primary phases formed linear chains and 

decorated the grain boundaries of the equiaxed aluminum grains. Towards the central part of the strip, primary 

phases comprised small dendritic colonies rather than the linear chains or they were present in the aluminum 

matrix as round particles.  

Study of the aluminum-steel interface did not reveal any continuous layer of the intermetallic phases. Rarely, 

only the tiny separated isles of the intermetallic phases were found on the aluminum-steel border. 
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Figure 1 Micrograph through the whole clad strip thickness and detail of the interfacial region of the clad 

strip (steel is on right) 

 

Figure 2 Microstructural overview from SEM. The whole thickness of the steel layer (right) was depicted. 

Figure 3 Detail of intermetallic layer formed at the interface between aluminum and steel layer and 

corresponding chemical analysis (right axis is for Si) 
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After annealing for 16 hours at 500 °C thick intermetallic layer was formed (Figure 3) between aluminum and 

steel. EDS line analysis of the concentration profile was carried out across the interface. Several analyses 

were performed due to uneven formation of intermetallic layer. Atomic concentrations as function of distance 

from a point of 50 at% Al-concentration are displayed in Figure 3. In the intermetallic layer the concentration 

of Al decreased to ~ 70 at% and concentration of Fe increased to ~ 20 at%. Concentrations of Cr and Ni from 

the steel also increased, indicating that the intermetallic layer grew from steel towards aluminum. This 

phenomenon was also observed by other authors [14,22]. Slightly raised Si-concentration was measured in 

the interfacial phase near Al. As the Si content is low in comparison with remaining elements, Si concentration 

was scaled by right y-axes which was added for better resolution (Figure 3). 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the Al-steel clad material prepared by twin-roll casting was studied. As-cast microstructure of the 

aluminum layer was inhomogeneous typical for twin-roll cast material containing colonies of Al-Fe-Si-base 

primary particles. Microstructure of the steel strip contained austenitic microstructure with a content of 

annealing twins. Almost no intermetallic layer was found on the Al-steel joint.  

After annealing at 500 °C the interface layer of Al-Fe was formed due to diffusion of Fe from the steel towards 

the aluminum. 
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